CASE REPORTS

Periorbital swelling: the important distinction between allergy and infection

P W A Goodyear, A L Firth, D R Strachan, M Dudley

Orbital cellulitis and abscess formation are rare complications of sinusitis, however acute orbital inflammation is secondary to sinusitis in about 70% of cases. Delay in diagnosis must not occur to avoid serious complications such as blindness and life threatening intracranial sepsis. A case is reported in which despite late referral, emergency surgical intervention was sight saving.

A 14 year old boy presented to the accident and emergency department of a district general hospital with a 24 hour history of a painful swollen left eye, exacerbated by movement. A history of allergy to dog hair was noted. On examination there was unilateral periorbital swelling of the left eye with a normal conjunctiva (fig 1). An allergic reaction was diagnosed and treated with piriton and sodium chromoglycate eye drops.

Two days later at review he was systemically unwell and had a temperature of 39.3°C. The left sided periorbital swelling had worsened. Visual acuity and fluorescein staining were unremarkable. He was noted to have bilateral large erythematous tonsils. It was felt at that time to be a worsening allergic reaction. However, oral flucloxacillin was added, and ophthalmology review was arranged for the following day.

Ophthalmology assessment four days after the onset of symptoms revealed the salient features of a recent upper respiratory tract infection and a long history of a blocked left nostril and snoring. On examination there was proptosis, swollen and erythematous eyelids, chemosis of the sclera, and restricted eye movements. There was pronounced left maxillary tenderness.

Blood tests revealed white cells of 18 x 10^9/l with a neutrophilia and C reactive protein of 128. Urgent computed tomography demonstrated left proptosis with considerable soft tissue swelling (fig 2). All sinuses on the left were filled with fluid. There was enhancing inflammatory tissue in the inferior aspect of the orbital floor, with associated gas. The optic nerve and orbital soft tissue were enlarged. The diagnosis of left orbital cellulitis secondary to maxillary sinusitis was made and the patient was admitted under the care of ENT and ophthalmologists.

The patient underwent emergency endoscopic drainage of left orbital abscess, endoscopic sinus surgery, and subcutaneous abscess aspiration resulting in a noticeable reduction in proptosis. Maximum dose intravenous cefuroxime and metronidazole were started. Microscopy and culture revealed Streptococcus millieri. Though showing steady improvement after surgery, the patient returned to theatre two days later for aspiration of the subcutaneous cheek abscess and repeat antral wash out. He was discharged home three days later and was well at his six week outpatient follow up appointment.

DISCUSSION

Orbital cellulitis is an emergency. It is important that it is recognised early and managed aggressively. Although the incidence of orbital cellulitis has remained low with better primary health care and availability of a broad range of antibiotics, it is often a difficult problem to manage and may cause blindness if left untreated because of optic nerve compression. Both orbital abscess and cavernous venous thrombosis may lead to intracranial spread of infection, such as meningitis or cerebral abscess with high morbidity and possible mortality.

The serious risk of complications in such cases was made clear by Hodges et al. who studied the outcome in orbital cellulitis in a developing country. They found a high rate of complications, 52% blind on admission, with no improvement after treatment and a mortality of 4% because of cavernous venous thrombosis. These results reflected the delay in presentation in this population.

Box 1 illustrates the differential diagnosis of periorbital swelling.

The orbital septum is a thin membrane that originates from the orbital peristemeum and inserts into the anterior surfaces of the tarsal plates of the eyelids. The septum separates the superficial eyelid from the deeper orbital structures, and it forms a barrier that prevents infection in the eyelid from extending into the orbit. Preseptal cellulitis differs from orbital cellulitis in that it is confined to the soft tissues that are anterior to the orbital septum.

Orbital allergic reaction includes, conjunctival injection, blepharitis, periorbital dermatitis, and oedema of the eyelid. Pruritis and oedema are the most common clinical findings, although this is usually bilateral.

Table 1 shows the main differences in presentation between cellulitis and eye allergy.

![Figure 1 Left sided periorbital swelling and proptosis.](image-url)
Periorbital swelling

Figure 2 CT scan showing the orbit with the optic nerve (a), compressed by the orbital abscess (b). Proptosis and soft tissue swelling (c) is also shown.

Box 2 Important lessons

- Unilateral swelling of the orbit is more likely to be infection than allergy.
- Early referral from primary care or A&E is essential to avoid serious complications.
- Close cooperation between paediatrics, ophthalmology, and ENT is vital to ensure optimum patient management.

Table 1 Difference in presentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infective</th>
<th>Allergy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subacute</td>
<td>Acute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrexial</td>
<td>Apyrexial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelid oedema and erythema</td>
<td>Eyelid oedema and erythema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctivitis</td>
<td>Pruritis and conjunctivitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemosis</td>
<td>Blepharitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painful restricted eye movements</td>
<td>Normal eye movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altered visual acuity</td>
<td>Normal visual acuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative afferent papillary defect</td>
<td>Normal pupils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proptosis</td>
<td>History of topical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meningism</td>
<td>medication/allergen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible other cranial nerve palsy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the accident and emergency or general practice setting it is important to recognise an infected eye that requires urgent specialist referral.

The distinction between preseptal cellulitis and orbital cellulitis is important, but this is often difficult clinically and can be made by the appropriate specialist who has access to investigations such as CT scans.

Sinusitis is the most common predisposing factor to orbital cellulitis and abscess formation. Figures of 60%-91% of orbital cellulitis secondary to sinusitis have been reported. Ethmoidal and maxillary sinuses are most commonly affected, although it can affect any age group. Ferguson et al found that 91% of the paediatric population with orbital cellulitis had sinusitis, with 38% having multiple sinus involvement. Some studies report a peak incidence between 6–15 year olds, while others report a bimodal distribution, with another peak in incidence at 60–70 years. There is also a male preponderance to the condition, although no satisfactory explanation can be offered for this observation. A seasonal variation is attributable to the increased incidence of upper respiratory tract infection at these times of the year.

Administration of oral antibiotics may change the presentation, which may be relevant if the patient has already seen their general practitioner or been admitted to a paediatric/other ward. It is not uncommon for children to be admitted to a paediatric ward with an orbital infection. Hereafter there may be a delay in further investigations and specialist referral, as the urgency of the condition may not be fully appreciated.

It is well reported that CT is the investigation of choice for orbital cellulitis, permitting accurate localisation of the sinus infection and grading of the orbital inflammation. Studies have shown that 30% of patients with suspected preseptal cellulitis have evidence of orbital involvement on CT scan.

General management principles should include (1) obtaining adequate specimens for microbiological studies; (2) high dose broad range of intravenous antibiotics; (3) changing antibiotics according to sensitivities; and (4) intervening surgically at the appropriate time. This is usually after 24 hours, if there is no response to medical management. The authors could find no agreed antibiotic regimen in the literature. Principles of surgical management include (1) temporary orbital decompression; (2) drainage of orbital or superperiosteal abscess, via external or endoscopic routes; and (3) drainage of effected sinuses.

There were no long term complications in this particular case, but it does highlight that orbital inflammation should not be immediately blamed on allergy. It needs sufficient evaluation to exclude cellulitis or abscess formation, even without clinically obvious sinusitis.

Orbital cellulitis usually presents to the general practitioner, paediatrician, or accident and emergency department. Rarely do the ENT surgeons or ophthalmologists see it initially. Multiple abnormalities may be present, so close cooperation between all these specialties is vital for the successful management of this condition.

The authors believe that all patients with orbital inflammation require hospitalisation and CT scan without delay. We agree with Tole et al who concluded that “A high index of suspicion and a low threshold for early specialist referral is required for optimal management of orbital cellulitis”.

Box 1 Differential diagnosis

- Preseptal cellulitis
- Orbital cellulitis/abscess
- Dacryocystitis
- Trauma
- Allergic eye
- Uveitis
- Neoplasm
- Eyelid insect bite
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Ludwig’s angina
K Saifeldeen, R Evans

The case is described of an occurrence of Ludwig’s angina with advanced stage of the disease with progressive and rapid airway compromise and fatal consequence. A review of the literature is undertaken to gain a better understanding of the disease, and gives the opportunity for presenting a summary of the key issues regarding this dreaded disease, particularly the immediate management of it in the emergency department.

A previously healthy 40 year old man presented to our accident and emergency department with difficulty breathing. He had been taking antibiotics for a week for a sore throat that had developed after dental extraction. His symptoms had worsened with rapidly increasing shortness of breath during the past 24 hours. On arrival to our department, he had noisy (gurgling) breathing with drooling, painful neck swelling, tooth pain, and painful mandibular fracture. There was bilateral submandibular tense swellings and cellulitis, larger on the left. He was not able to protrude his tongue, which appeared elevated. He was feverish (39.2°C) and had a pulse rate of 130/min. His blood pressure was 180/94 and a respiratory rate of 25/min. His oxygen saturation was 95% on air and 99% on 15 l/min oxygen. Our immediate management of the patient included maintaining his upright sitting posture with continuous high oxygen flow administration.

The anaesthetic and ENT teams were involved immediately. He was given 6 mg of intravenous dexamethasone, 1.2 g of augmentin, intravenous hydration, and nebulised adrenaline. Twenty minutes from arrival, the patient’s clinical picture had not changed. As he appeared stable, a decision was made for the immediate transfer of the patient to the operating theatre for an emergency tracheostomy under local anaesthetic followed by drainage of the submandibular swellings under general anaesthesia. In the operating room and before transferring the patient onto the operating table, he developed an acute complete airway obstruction and respiratory arrest. An immediate tracheostomy and intubation performed. Asystole cardiac arrest followed. The patient was successfully resuscitated five minutes after arrest. The floor of the mouth was then drained. The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit. He unfortunately developed hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy with failure to regain consciousness, decerebrate extensor spasms of the upper and lower limbs, and recurrent epileptic fits. He was eventually weaned off the ventilator and started breathing spontaneously. The neck swelling subsided and the drain was removed. He was then transferred to the neurological rehabilitation ward. He died of bilateral lower lobe bronchopneumonia, three weeks after his admission.

COMMENT
Ludwig’s angina is best described by Karl Friedrich Wilhelm von Ludwig in 1836, as a rapidly and frequently fatal progressive gangrenous cellulitis and oedema of the soft tissues of the neck and floor of the mouth. It originates in the region of the submandibular gland with elevation and displacement of the tongue. The disease extends by continuity rather than lymphatic spread. Airway compromise has been recognised as the leading cause of death. Mortality exceeded 50%, but since the introduction of antibiotics in 1940s, improved oral and dental hygiene, and aggressive surgical approach the mortality was reduced significantly. This resulted in the rare occurrence of the disease leaving many physicians with increasingly limited experience of Ludwig’s angina.

Most Ludwig’s angina infections are odontogenic. Other causes include pertonsillar or parapharyngeal abscesses, mandibular fracture, oral lacerations/piercing, or submandibular sialodendritis. Predisposing factors include: dental caries, recent dental treatment, systemic illnesses such as diabetes mellitus, malnutrition, alcoholism, compromised immune system such as AIDS, and organ transplantation and trauma. In children, it can occur de novo, without any apparent cause. Early recognition of the disease is of paramount importance. Painful neck swelling, tooth pain, dysphagia, dyspnoea, fever, and malaise are the most common complaints. Neck swelling and a protruding or elevated tongue are seen in the vast majority. Stridor, trismus, cyanosis, and tongue displacement suggest an impending airway crisis. Oedema and induration of the anterior neck, often with cellulitis, may be present in advanced cases. Early signs and symptoms of obstruction may be subtle.

Airway compromise is always synonymous with the term Ludwig’s angina, and it is the leading cause of death. Therefore, airway management is the primary therapeutic...
Ludwig’s angina. The treatment plan for each patient should be individualised and based on a number of factors. The stage of the disease and comorbidity conditions at the time of presentation, physician experience, available resources, and personnel are all crucial factors in the decision making. Immediate involvement of the anaesthetic and otolaryngology team is crucial. If surgical procedure is necessary, then airway control becomes mandatory. Airway observation policy is appropriate in selected cases of lesser severity. It entails aggressive medical treatment and close observation, monitoring, and regular examination. Flexible nasotracheal intubation requires skills and experience, if it is not feasible, cricothyrotomy and tracheostomy under local anaesthetic may be required, and this is occasionally performed in the emergency department in those with advanced stage of the disease. Tracheostomy and cricothyrotomy can in such cases be associated with difficulties and complications. Endotracheal intubation is associated with high rate of failure with acute deterioration in respiratory status resulting in emergency “slash” tracheostomy. Elective awake tracheostomy is a safer and more logical method of airway management in patients with a fully developed Ludwig’s angina.

Observations from previous case studies have suggested that the use of intravenous dexamethazone and nebulised adrenaline often allow intubation to be carried out under more controlled conditions, often avoiding the need for tracheostomy or cricothyroidectomy. An initial dose of 10 mg of dexamethasone is followed by 4 mg every six hours for 48 hours. The dexamethasone reduces oedema and cellulitis, it provides the initial chemical decompression protecting the airway and allows improved antibiotic penetration into the area. Nebulised adrenaline (1 ml of 1:1000 diluted to 5 ml of 0.9% saline) is believed to be safe and effective in reducing upper airway obstruction of differing aetiologies. Causative bacteria are usually a mix of aerobes and anaerobes, including mouth organisms such as streptococci or staphylococci. High doses of penicillin G, with metronidazole or clindamycin or co-amoxiclav, are all good initial agents. Aerobic Gram negative organisms are uncommon in deep neck abscesses and the use of gentamicin is not recommended in the initial management. The patient must be maintained in a sitting posture, and should never be left unattended. Other complications such as descending necrotising mediastinitis usually occur through the retropharyngeal space (71%) and the carotid sheath (21%). The use of contrast enhanced computed tomography is not essential to confirm the diagnosis of Ludwig’s angina but it is used to assess the extent of the abscess in all cases of retropharyngeal extension.

In conclusion, Ludwig’s angina is a potentially lethal disease. We believe that many accident and emergency departments have limited experience with the disease because of its rare occurrence. Management must entail early diagnosis and the immediate aggressive medical approach by the emergency, anaesthetic, and otolaryngology teams, with securing and maintaining the airway being the primary goal in all patients presenting with Ludwig’s angina.
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Endocarditis diagnosed as multilobar, community acquired pneumonia

With the introduction of penicillin in the 1940s, the mortality rate from infective endocarditis (IE) decreased from 100% to about 30%. Despite newer antibiotics and other medical advances, the mortality rate remains 16% to 46%, and the annual incidence for the general population is 24 to 62 cases per million. Infected endocarditis has changed over the decades from a disease infecting rheumatic heart defects to an iatrogenic and self inflicted entity. With advances in invasive medical techniques and an increase in intravenous drug use, the prevalence of staphylococcus aureus has now surpassed streptococcus as the most common cause of IE. In addition, there is an increasing prevalence of resistant bacteria, poor compliance with treatment regimens, and risk of complications years later.

The initial presentation to the emergency department (ED) is usually vague and non-specific, especially among intravenous drug users, and the number of missed diagnoses is unknown. The following case illustrates IE and its presentation and management.

A 23 year old woman presented to the ED complaining of lower extremity pain and swelling for five days. The patient was seen at an outlying ED six days previously, with a three week history of subjective fever and cough. She was diagnosed with multilobar, community acquired pneumonia and was prescribed levofloxacin. The fever continued; she developed bilateral knee and ankle pain, and a rust coloured sputum. The patient denied rashes, insect bites, chest pain, or vaginal discharge. Her medical history was negative for sexually transmitted diseases, heart murmurs, rheumatic fever, intravenous drug use, or recent dental work.

On physical examination, her pulse was 144 beat/min, blood pressure 109/46, respirations 28 breath/min, temperature 39.4°C, pulse oximetry 99% on room air. She had a normal mental status. Her mucous membranes were dry and her jugular veins were flat. She had no cardiac murmurs or gallops. She had bibasilar crackles and decreased breath sounds bilaterally although was not in respiratory distress. Her right third metacarpophalangeal joint was swollen and tender, and she had mild bilateral swelling of the ankles without erythema, warmth, or tenderness. She had no rashes, peripheral oedema, Osler’s nodes, splinter haemorrhages, Janeway lesions, or Roth’s spots.

ED management included normal saline bolus for suspected dehydration, acetaminophen, laboratory investigations, and chest radiograph. After two litres of intravenous fluids, repeat vital signs were: pulse 102 beat/min, blood pressure 100/52, respirations 28 breath/min, temperature 37.7°C. A repeat cardiac examination revealed a II/VI systolic murmur at the left lower sternal border. Her chest radiograph showed focal confluence of opacities peripherally in the middle lung zones and lung bases that were consistent with infection or septic emboli. Her white blood cell count was 16.5 with 67 segs, 16 bands, 10 lymphocytes, and 7 monocytes. Her urine pregnancy test and urine analysis were negative. Her electrolyte panel was normal but sedimentation rate was 95.

The patient was prescribed immediately intravenous nafcillin and gentamicin. While in the ED, a transthoracic echocardiogram and computed tomography of the chest were ordered, and the internal medicine team was consulted. Computed tomography showed innumerable peripheral opacities, many of which displayed central cavitations; consistent with septic emboli (fig 1). The transthoracic echo showed large mobile masses on the tricuspid valve. Under the modified Duke criteria, the patient’s new murmur and echocardiogram results met two major criteria, categorising the diagnosis as “definite” infective endocarditis.

Once admitted, a transoesophageal echocardiogram showed vegetations on all tricuspid leaflets, severe tricuspid regurgitation, and evidence of early right sided dilatation. Blood cultures from all four bottles grew staphylococcus aureus, sensitive to oxacillin (MSSA). The cardiothoracic surgical team evaluated the patient and recommended valve replacement surgery. The patient refused surgery and was discharged home after completing a six week course of intravenous antibiotics.

DISCUSSION
Since the publication of the Duke criteria in 1994, many studies have validated the sensitivity, emphasised the use of echocardiography, and offered suggestions for modification of the criteria. The modified Duke criteria now include three major (new murmur, positive blood cultures, vegetations found on echocardiogram) and six minor (predisposition, fever, vascular phenomena, immunological phenomena, microbiological findings, other echocardiographic evidence) criteria. To date, no studies have validated whether this improved criteria has decreased the mortality rate. In
addition, there are no studies in the ED literature that quantify the misdiagnosis of IE. Many other studies have shown that the transthoracic approach is much easier to perform but inadequate in up to 20% of adult patients because of body habitus, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, or chest wall deformities. Because of increased sensitivity, transoesophageal echocardiogram is recommended as the test of choice. 

In conclusion, emergency physicians must recognize the unchanged mortality rate with IE and understand the importance of early, reliable diagnosis. The most common initial presentation to the ED for endocarditis is intermittent fever and malaise. Likewise, 15%–20% of left sided infected patients and 50%–65% of right sided infected patients will not have a murmur on initial examination. This emphasizes the importance of searching for risk factors in the history, looking for other physical examination findings, understanding the modified Duke criteria, and using transoesophageal echocardiograms. Emergency physicians must always include IE in the differential diagnosis for unexplained or persistent febrile illness.
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Distinguishing dural sinus thrombosis from benign intracranial hypertension
S Khandelwal, C D Miller

Dural sinus thrombosis (DST) is a life threatening illness and is often overlooked but it must be considered in the differential diagnosis of a patient presenting with a significant headache. DST presents similarly to benign intracranial hypertension (BIH) with intracranial hypertension and headache. A case of a 23 year old woman with DST is described that was initially diagnosed as BIH. A Medline search to determine the examination of a patient with suspected BIH or DST yielded several articles on this topic but only two brief case reports in the emergency medicine literature. Any patient with suspected DST or BIH must have a confirmatory magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic resonance venography study. Treatment of DST seems to be effective, considerably different from BIH, and lack of treatment may lead to increased morbidity and mortality.

The evaluation of a patient with a severe or unusual headache in the emergency department (ED) is not limited to the “don’t miss” diagnoses of subarachnoid haemorrhage, meningitis, intracranial mass, or intracranial haemorrhage. Other entities that need to be considered are the range of diseases that may cause raised intracranial pressure such as dural sinus thrombosis (DST) and benign intracranial hypertension (BIH). The typical evaluation for a severe headache in the ED often includes head computed tomography (CT) as well as lumbar puncture. With a normal CT and a lumbar puncture showing raised intracranial pressure.

**Abbreviations:** DST, dural sinus thrombosis; BIH, benign intracranial hypertension; SSS, superior sagittal sinus; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRV, magnetic resonance venography
pressure the examination may end with the resultant diagnosis being BIH. It is very important to understand that BIH is a diagnosis of exclusion and must be distinguished from other causes of intracranial hypertension such as DST. Failure to timely diagnose DST or misdiagnosis as BIH can lead to significant morbidity and mortality as treatment with heparin and oral anticoagulants seems to significantly improve outcome.

CASE REPORT
A 23 year old moderately obese white woman with a recent diagnosis of BIH three days previously presented to another rural ED with worsening headaches, confusion, and new onset seizure. On arrival to that ED she was noted to be febrile, slightly disoriented, but able to follow commands. Diagnostic testing at that facility included a head CT, interpreted as negative by that institution’s radiologist. Therapeutic interventions included the administration of ceftriaxone and acyclovir. The treating physician wanted to perform a lumbar puncture but the family refused and requested transfer to our facility stating they wanted “the experts”. The patient was transferred to our facility, a tertiary care referral centre, via aeromedical transport with a suspected diagnosis of worsening BIH versus meningitis. The time from presentation to the transferring facility to arrival in our emergency department was less than three hours. The patient arrived at our hospital unable to provide any additional history because of her decreased mentation. Family members gave some insight into the patient’s recent history. The patient three days previously had visited an emergency department with complaints of headache. At that visit she was diagnosed with BIH based on the results of a negative head CT, and a lumbar puncture showing raised intracranial pressure; a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study was not performed or scheduled for in the near future. An outpatient neurology appointment was to be made by the patient. The family stated that the patient had been having increased headache over the past two days as well as subjective fevers. She was an otherwise healthy young woman, the only drug she was taking was oral contraceptives, and her social history was noticeable only for being a smoker of one pack a day.

Examination on arrival in our emergency department revealed a lethargic woman, a definite change from the report given to the accepting physician before transfer. The patient did not follow any commands, opened eyes to pain stimulation, localised to pain on all extremeties. Secondary to concerns that the patient was suffering from a significant neurological insult, as well as concerns for airway protection, a decision was made to undergo rapid sequence intubation and provide mechanical ventilation. A repeat non-contrast head CT was immediately performed showing thrombosis in the superior sagital sinus (SSS), both transverse sinuses (fig 1), and straight sinus. There was also diffuse cerebral swelling. Both our neuroradiologists and neurosurgeons felt the head CT was consistent with a diagnosis of DST. A review of a copy of the CT scan performed at the transferring facility brought by the aeromedical transport team demonstrated subtle findings suggestive of DST, specifically some hyperdensities seen within the SSS. Of note there was demonstration of maxillary sinusitis on both the CT done at the referring facility as well as our facility. Clinically, the patient’s neurological examination continued to deteriorate. Neurosurgery did not start heparin treatment as they thought the heparin would not be beneficial at this late stage of illness. Their plans were to perform cerebral angiography and possible lysis of clot. The cerebral angiogram, unfortunately, showed no cerebral blood flow. The family withdrew support and no necropsy was performed by the family’s request. The cause of death listed on the death certificate was dural sinus thrombosis.

DISCUSSION
Although described in the neurology and neurosurgery literature, DST is not well described in the emergency medicine literature. Major emergency medicine textbooks contain little if any information on this topic. To the best of our knowledge there are only two papers describing DST in the emergency medicine literature: a case report from 1991 and a brief case report/discussion in 2002. Emergency physicians are called upon daily to evaluate severe headaches and other neurological complaints and must know the clinical presentation and the diagnostic tests to make the diagnosis of DST. Furthermore, they must resist the urge to diagnose or believe a diagnosis of BIH without a confirmatory MRI/magnetic resonance venography (MRV) study.

The true incidence of DST is unknown because the generally good prognosis (less than 10% mortality) and heterogeneous clinical signs probably result in a good percentage of clinically undetected cases. Because of heightened awareness and better diagnostic testing it is being diagnosed more frequently. DST has over 100 recognised aetiologies that encompass all causes of deep vein thrombosis as well as a number of local and regional causes. The proportion of cases of unknown cause is about 20%–30%. Important distinction is made between infective aetiologies, which comprise 8% of DST, and non-infective causes. Infective aetiologies are usually staphylococcal infections of the face such as sinusitis. The non-infective aetiologies are principally inflammatory processes such as lupus, Behcet’s disease, inflammatory bowel diseases, and any hypercoagulable state such as pregnancy, malignancy, and Factor V Leiden.

Presentations are very diverse in DST. Headache is the most frequent symptom and often the presenting one, being
present in 70% to 90% of patients. Focal motor or sensory deficits, dysphagia, seizures, and abnormal mentation each occur in 50% to 75% of cases. Papilledema occurs in 12% to 43% of patients. Mode of onset of symptoms is also highly variable ranging from acute presentations (less than 48 hours) to subacute presentations (48 hours to 30 days) and finally chronic presentations (greater than 30 days). The most homogeneous pattern of presentation is isolated intracranial hypertension with headache and papilledema, mimicking BIH, and is present in 37% of cases. Outcomes are unpredictable. There are acute cases, as ours was, which can have a fulminating course leading to death in a few days whereas others can recover rapidly either with or without sequelae. There are chronic cases that can result in neurological sequelae and others that can recover spontaneously.

In suspected DST, a CT scan with and without contrast injection should be the first neuroimaging study to be performed. Direct signs of DST include the cord sign, the dense triangle, and the empty delta sign. The cord sign, rarely seen on unenhanced CT scan, represents the visualisation of a thrombosed cortical vein. The dense triangle is also rare and represents the spontaneous SSS opacification by freshly congealed blood. The empty delta sign is seen in 30% of cases on enhanced CT scans and is the result of opacification of collateral veins in the SSS wall, contrasting with the non-injection of the clot inside the sinus. Indirect and non-specific abnormalities include intense contrast enhancement of falx and tentorium, the presence of small venticles with swelling, the presence of diffuse low density suggestive of oedema, and haemorrhagic and non-haemorrhagic venous infarcts. The CT scan is normal in up to 26% of patients with verified DST and up to 54% of patients that present with isolated intracranial hypertension. Examination of the cerebral spinal fluid is not terribly helpful in establishing the diagnosis of DST as there is no pathognomonic finding. Abnormalities include raised pressure (>200 mm), increased protein content, presence of red blood cells, and pleocytosis. Furthermore, cerebral spinal fluid studies are negative except for raised pressure in 75% of patients with DST who present with isolated raised intracranial pressure. MRI combined with MRV have become the radiographic tests of choice for the diagnosis of DST and have replaced the more invasive and expensive cerebral angiography. MRI alone may result in false positive and false negative readings and the addition of MRV can result in added confidence in the inclusion or exclusion of the diagnosis.

Another option is cerebral CT venography, which has a sensitivity at least as great as MRV. There are few therapeutic trials of DST resulting in a lack of any clear benefit of any specific treatment option. Although somewhat controversial in efficacy given mixed results from two prospective randomised trials, heparin is considered the first line treatment in the initial management of DST. This is based on the results of a meta-analysis as well as several retrospective and prospective case series, and influenced by the fact that it seems to be very safe even in the presence of haemorrhagic lesions. Another option gaining some support is thrombolysis via selective catheterisation of the occluded sinus. It obviously can only be performed in very select centres and it carries an undetermined benefit to risk ratio. It may be indicated in those cases where clinical condition is worsening despite adequate anticoagulation and optimal treatment of the possible causative factors.

DST carries an amazingly diverse array of clinical presentations. It must be in the differential diagnosis of anyone who presents with headaches or other neurological complaints. The emergency physician must maintain a high degree of suspicion for this disease especially in the setting of a patient that may easily be diagnosed as simply having BIH—a patient presenting with complaints of headache, with a normal head CT and raised intracranial pressure on lumbar puncture. It has been reported that DST can be identified in 26% of patients presenting with symptoms and signs typical of BIH. As CT results are often non-specific, MRI with MRV should be the imaging modality of choice, and the diagnosis of BIH should be highly questioned if these studies have not been performed. Treatment begins with unfractionated heparin or low molecular weight heparin as these seem to be safe and effective. Perhaps the outcome of our patient may have been different if DST would have been suspected or diagnosed at the initial hospital visit and appropriate treatment started. Even if a MRI/MRV study was not able to be obtained that day, starting heparin treatment until a definitive diagnosis could be made could have been potentially life saving as there are no reported contraindications to anticoagulating patients with BIH. It is difficult to say if heparin treatment would have been beneficial if started at the transferring facility because it was so late in the patient’s course of illness, however there are reports of dramatic improvement the day after starting heparin treatment in patients with DST who were clinically deteriorating.

This case and subsequent discussion should hopefully convince the emergency physician to strive for early diagnosis and treatment of this illness that is unpredictable in both its presentation and its outcome.
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Meningococcal septicaemia: do not be reassured by normal investigations

P R E Jarvis, K N Wilkinson

This paper reports a case of meningococcal septicaemia. This case shows that normal investigations may provide the unwary clinician with an unfounded reassurance when dealing with children with this serious infection.

A general practitioner saw a 5 month old girl at morning surgery. She had been seen earlier in the week with diarrhoea and vomiting. This was thought to be attributable to viral gastroenteritis. The gastrointestinal symptoms had settled, but the child had now developed a fever and was becoming increasingly irritable. The child was reviewed again after two hours. She was not settling so the GP arranged admission to the paediatric acute admission unit at the local district general hospital.

On arrival the baby was alert. Her temperature was 38.4°C, respiratory rate was 64 breath/min, pulse was 170 beat/min, and her oxygen saturations were 96% on air. Her breathing was noisy because of nasal secretions. The chest was clear and heart sounds were normal. Her abdomen was soft and non-tender. Her mucus membranes were moist and the capillary refill was less than two seconds centrally. Two 3 mm diameter pale, blanching, erythematous macules were noted in her left flank.

A diagnosis of viral upper respiratory tract infection with a non-specific rash was made. Paracetamol was given to treat the fever and intravenous fluids were given to prevent dehydration.

Blood investigations showed Na⁺ 136 mmol/l, K⁺ 3.9 mmol/l, Ur 1.0 mmol/l, HCO₃⁻ 20 mmol/l. C reactive protein (CRP) was less than 10 mg/l. Unfortunately, the full blood count sample clotted during transit to the laboratory. A lumbar puncture was performed to exclude meningitis. Cerebrospinal fluid was clear and colourless. Microscopy and biochemistry of cerebrospinal fluid was normal.

Within the next hour the patient was reviewed by the on-call consultant who felt that this could be meningococcal septicaemia. Blood was taken for culture and polymerase chain reaction for meningococcus. Intravenous cefotaxime was given followed by a fluid bolus.

Over the next two hours she started to deteriorate rapidly. She responded to voice and non-blanching purpura developed on her torso, face, and neck. Capillary refill was now five seconds. Supplemental oxygen was given. A capillary sample was sent for blood gas analysis. This showed pH 6.91, pO₂ 7.64 KPa, pCO₂ 9.26 KPa, HCO₃⁻ 13.5 mmol/l base excess −19.9 mmol/l on 10 litres of oxygen per minute. Blood was sent for clotting screen, which showed prothrombin time 19 s and activated partial thromboplastin time 105 s. A further fluid bolus and 4.2% sodium bicarbonate solution were given.

Fresh frozen plasma was also given to correct the abnormal clotting.

The child was now beginning to tire. Her pulse was 194 beat/min, respiratory rate was 73, and blood pressure was 69/47. Dobutamine was started via a peripheral line and a rapid sequence induction was performed by the on-call consultant anaesthetist.

Two hours after starting ventilation the child had an episode of sinus bradycardia that was treated with intravenous atropine. She responded initially but 30 minutes later she had an asystolic arrest and never recovered. This 5 month old girl died within nine hours of admission.

Postmortem examination was declined. Blood cultures grew group B meningococcus confirming the diagnosis of meningococcal infection.

DISCUSSION

Despite treatment that was not far removed from current guidelines, a febrile but apparently well child, with a normal CRP and lumbar puncture, who was frequently reviewed by a paediatric senior house officer, consultant, and experienced paediatric nurse died from meningococcal septicaemia within nine hours of presentation.

In a tragic way this case demonstrates a number of learning points. The initial clinical features can be vague. Our catchment area contains about 300 febrile children every day. The task of identifying high risk patients is obviously difficult. We suggest that all children who have a feverish illness without a clear infective focus should be suspected of having meningococcal septicaemia. These initial diagnostic difficulties should teach us to become sympathetic for clinicians who get caught out.

At presentation the rash consisted of two blanching macules. This is not the characteristic rash that is associated with meningococcal septicaemia. However, in the early stages of disease a blanching maculopapular rash can occur in about 17% of patients.¹ The confidence of the clinician should not be placed in this clinical sign alone.

In this case all initial investigations were normal. This can easily provide the unsuspecting clinician with ungrounded reassurance. Bonsu and Harper found that 64% of 170 patients with bacterial meningitis had a normal white cell count.² Although a result in this case was not available, the findings of Bonsu and Harper emphasise that the full blood count can be normal in children with serious infections. Borschsenius et al suggest that CRP can be valuable in differentiating between meningococcal disease and other diseases.³ However, the fact that in this case the CRP at presentation was less than 10 mg/l suggests this should be exercised with caution.

In conclusion, meningococcal septicaemia can initially be difficult to diagnose. Investigations, in particular CRP, may be normal in the early stages of the disease.
Local anaesthetic agents are among the most commonly used drugs in the emergency department. A case is reported of a complication arising from systemic toxicity after the injection of lignocaine (lidocaine). Emergency practitioners should maintain a high level of vigilance for the symptoms of toxicity after local anaesthetic administration. Particular care should be taken when calculating the maximum safe dose for young children.

A 7 week old male infant was brought from home by a paramedic crew to the emergency department having undergone a circumcision by the family general practitioner. A dorsal penile nerve block (DPNB) was the analgesic technique used and lignocaine (lidocaine) was the anaesthetic agent. The parents of the infant phoned for an ambulance after a series of generalised seizures. The onset of these was about 20–30 minutes after the block had been administered.

On examination, the infant was able to maintain his airway; he was breathing spontaneously and had a capillary refill time of less than two seconds. He was unresponsive, hypertonic, and generalised seizure activity was noted. There was some fresh blood around the base of the penis, but no evidence of any rash or fever.

The first line treatment was oxygen and intravenous benzodiazepines at the appropriate dose. On further questioning, we gathered that 3 ml of 1% lidocaine (30 mg) had been used for the DPNB and using the Oakley chart we estimated the infant’s weight to be 4.5 kg. The maximum safe dose of lidocaine is 3 mg/kg (table 1) and therefore the maximum safe dose for this patient was calculated to be 13.5 mg (1.35 ml 1% lidocaine). A diagnosis of lidocaine toxicity was made.

Supportive treatment was continued for 45 minutes and during this time, the infant remained generally hypertonic but with no further seizure activity. After one hour, his tone had returned to normal and his condition stabilised. Two hours after he presented to the emergency department, he was fit for transfer to the ward.

The remainder of his stay was uneventful and he was permitted home the following day. At follow up two months later, there were no obvious ill effects and there were no developmental abnormalities.

DISCUSSION

Lidocaine is one of the most widely used local anaesthetic agents in the emergency department. It has been used safely and effectively for almost every possible type of local anaesthetic procedure. It has a rapid onset and it is effective for about 30–60 minutes in its plain form (or up to 90 minutes when used with a vasoconstrictor).

Lidocaine is a tertiary amine that is an amide derivative of diethylaminoacetic acid. Allergic reactions to the amide group of local anaesthetics are extremely rare and the vast majority of adverse reactions result from systemic toxicity. The symptoms are an extension of the drug’s pharmacological action. There are few reports of local anaesthetic toxicity in infants and children. However, seizures, arrhythmias, cardiac arrest, and transient neuropathic symptoms have been reported.1 Lidocaine toxicity has been reported after subcutaneous administration, oral administration, and intravascular injection.1,1

A retrospective study of 1358 circumcised male infants revealed that 1022 had a DPNB as the anaesthetic technique.2 In these, there were no reports of local anaesthetic toxicity. A meta-analysis of injection related adverse effects during DPNB by injected lidocaine revealed no reports of systemic toxicity from injected local anaesthesia.3 Similarly, a study of 133 patients to evaluate the efficacy and safety of intravenous regional anaesthesia revealed no reports of lidocaine toxicity.4 In this study, intravenous regional anaesthesia was used in the treatment of unilateralclosed fractures and dislocations of forearm or wrist in children and 0.5% lidocaine solution (3 mg/kg intravenously) was the agent used.

Despite the apparent safety of lidocaine, it is a widely held view that extra care should be taken when administering local anaesthesia to young children as it can be easy to over-estimate the dose to weight ratio.

Peak blood levels of lidocaine usually occur 10–25 minutes after injection. This is the point at which the toxic effects are most likely to be observed. The onset of symptoms is faster if accidental intravascular injection has occurred. The first symptoms and signs of local anaesthetic toxicity are usually
neurological with numbness of the mouth and tongue. Shortly afterwards, there is the onset of tinnitus, confusion, seizures, and potentially coma.

Cardiovascular toxicity usually manifests itself as tachycardia and hypertension but with increasing toxicity bradycardia and hypotension occur. Ventricular arrhythmias and cardiomyopathy also occur. The symptoms of toxicity persist as long as the plasma concentrations remain above the therapeutic index. Seventy per cent of the dose is metabolised in the liver and less than 10% is excreted unchanged in the urine with an excretion half life of 90–110 minutes. The toxicity from lidocaine is of shorter duration than from other agents with a longer half life, for example, bupivacaine.

In conclusion, this case highlights the need for vigilance for symptoms of systemic toxicity when administering any local anaesthetic. Particular care must be taken when they are used in young children. It is essential that the weight of the child is measured before starting any procedure that entails local anaesthesia. If the weight cannot be measured, then an estimate should be made using well established guidelines.

### Table 1 Chart showing the maximum safe dose of anaesthetic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local anaesthetic</th>
<th>Maximum dose</th>
<th>Duration of action (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bupivacaine</td>
<td>2 mg/kg</td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine</td>
<td>3 mg/kg</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine/vasoconstrictor</td>
<td>5 mg/kg</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(avoid near end organ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prilocaine</td>
<td>6 mg/kg</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Delayed postanoxic encephalopathy after carbon monoxide poisoning

**O Y Kwon, S P Chung, Y R Ha, I S Yoo, S W Kim**

Delayed postanoxic encephalopathy causes deterioration and relapse of cognitive ability and behavioural movement a few weeks after complete recovery from initial hypoxic injury. A case is reported of delayed postanoxic encephalopathy after carbon monoxide poisoning, which was diagnosed with diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging. The literature is also reviewed.

A 65 year old man was admitted to the emergency department (ED) with memory impairment and movement disturbance. One month previously he had presented to our ED with a drowsy mental status because of carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning after he had attempted suicide by a briquette fire. However, he had recovered with normobaric oxygen therapy that resulted in a decrease in the blood carboxyhaemoglobin level from 30.5% on arrival to 2.3% just before discharge. On his second presentation, he had no other remarkable medical history. His blood pressure was 120/80 mm Hg, heart rate 82/min, and respiratory rate 24/min. He was alert, comparatively well coordinated, but slightly disoriented with regard to time and person. He showed no neurological abnormality apart from parkinsonian movement.

Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWMRI) showed diffuse high signal intensity in both periventricular and deep white matter (fig 1). He was admitted to the neurology ward for supportive care, and discharged on the

### Abbreviations

ED, emergency department; CO, carbon monoxide; DPE, delayed postanoxic encephalopathy; DWMRI, diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging
17th hospital day without significant improvement. Two months after the second discharge, his symptoms were slightly improved, but mild rigidity and gait disturbance still remained.

**DISCUSSION**

Many cases of CO poisoning, whether incidental or accidental, initially visit the ED. Most of them recover well without any complication with hyperbaric or high oxygen therapy. But 10% to 30% of them revisit hospital with delayed neuropsychiatric sequelae, symptoms such as cognitive and personality changes, incontinence, dementia, and psychosis. Parkinsonism is also one of the features of delayed CO encephalopathy, and has been reported to occur in 9.5% of CO poisoned patients. The exact mechanism is uncertain, but a magnetic resonance spectroscopic study revealed white matter damage that was reversible in accordance with complete recovery from parkinsonism. The diagnosis is easily made by typical symptoms such as short step gait, hypokinesia, masked face, and increased muscle tone.

We performed the DWMRI in this case to confirm the diagnosis of DPE. The DWMRI is a new generation magnetic resonance imaging sequence based on the translational movement of water. It is becoming more common in the ED because of high sensitivity for acute ischaemic stroke as well as short scanning time. The DWMRI showed hyperintense signals in the periventricular and deep white matter, and the high signal intensity means cytotoxic oedema may be differentiated from apoptosis and triggered by hypoxia. We could not obtain a follow up DWMRI after improvement. But a serial imaging study showed gradual normalisation of the high signal lesion.

The recovery from DPE after CO poisoning occurs in 50%–75% within one year. It seems that no specific treatment is required for DPE. Levodopa and anticholinergic drugs have been reported ineffective to reverse the parkinsonian feature. It has been reported in a small randomised trial that the hyperbaric oxygen treatment for acute CO poisoning could decrease the incidence of delayed neuropsychiatric sequelae. But, a recent animal study failed to demonstrate the neuroprotection effect as compared with the normobaric oxygen. Clinical status or carboxyhaemoglobin level on initial CO poisoning could not predict the occurrence of DPE. The most common computed tomography finding in several cases of CO poisoning was low density in the cerebral white matter followed by lesions of the globus pallidi. Some investigators reported that there was significant correlation between the cerebral white matter changes in the initial CT scan and the development of delayed neurological sequelae after acute CO poisoning.

Most CO poisoning patients present to the ED. Thus emergency doctors should be familiar with the possibility of DPE after apparent complete recovery from acute CO poisoning.
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Cocaine induced prolongation of the QT interval

D Taylor, D Parish, L Thompson, M Cavaliere

Prolongation of the QT interval is a serious electrocardiogram finding because of its association with torsades de pointes and sudden cardiac death. Both congenital and acquired factors can lead to abnormal lengthening of the QT interval. Six types of congenital long QT syndrome (LQT1–LQT6) have been described, each involving mutations in genes encoding potassium or sodium transmembrane channel proteins.

Acquired causes of QT prolongation include hypokalaemia, hypomagnesaemia, hypocalcaemia, human immunodeficiency virus infection, and myocardial ischaemia. Numerous drugs have also been found to cause prolongation of the QT interval. A listing of these drugs can be found on a web site (http://www.qtdrugs.org). The main membrane channel these drugs affect is the human ether-a-go-go-related gene (HERG) encoded potassium channel; congenital mutations involving this gene lead to the LQT2 type of the inherited long QT syndromes.

Cocaine use has been associated with many cardiac complications including ventricular arrhythmias and sudden death and cocaine induced torsades de pointes in patients with idiopathic long QT syndrome has been described in two case reports. A case report of cocaine induced QT prolongation (in the absence of congenital long QT syndrome) was published in 1997. In a study of 45 patients (with a history of chest pain, somnolence, or disorientation) admitted to the hospital after cocaine use, Gamouras et al showed that the QT interval was increased in patients with and without chest pain and that those with chest pain had greater QT prolongation. Cocaine and its metabolites, like many other substances shown to prolong the QT interval, have been shown to block HERG encoded potassium channels.

CASE REPORT

We present the case of a 37 year old man with a history of chest pain occurring after a three day crack cocaine binge. The patient, after smoking over 200 rocks of crack cocaine in 72 hours, attempted a several mile walk toward a destination at which he was to obtain more money for cocaine purchases. Nearing the end of his walk, the patient developed severe chest pain and shortness of breath and phoned for an ambulance. The patient’s chest pain and dyspnea resolved before the ambulance arrived at the hospital. The patient had no medical history and no history of syncope or palpitation. He described himself as being “in good shape” and reported he exercised regularly. He had no family history of sudden death. He was not taking any prescription or over the counter medications and gave a history of occasional alcohol and marijuana use.

Physical examination revealed an anxious African-American man who had an athletic appearance. The rest of the examination was unremarkable. The patient’s heart rate was 56 beat/min, and his blood pressure was 123/63 mm Hg. Serum electrolytes were within normal limits, and a urine drug screen was positive for cocaine and negative for other substances. Cardiac iso-enzymes were within normal limits and remained so on serial analysis. An initial electrocardiogram revealed a QTc of 621 ms (fig 1). A repeat electrocardiogram two hours later revealed a QTc of 605 ms. The patient was admitted for observation and was placed on telemetry. The patient’s third and fourth electrocardiograms, taken 7 and 15 hours after the initial electrocardiogram, revealed QTcs equal to 530 ms and 543 ms, respectively. Calculation of QTc from the patient’s telemetry rhythm strips revealed that the QTc had returned to normal at around 18 hours after the initial electrocardiogram. The patient remained asymptomatic throughout this period and was...
Herbal mind altering substances: an unknown quantity?
C Doughty, A Walker, J Brenchley

Herbal drugs are increasingly marketed as a “safe” alternative to illicit drugs. The variety of constituents in these compounds and their potential pharmacological activity can present difficulties for the emergency physician in management of intoxicated patients. After a case at a recent music festival, we present a case report and review of herbal compounds.

CASE REPORT
A 17 year old women was brought to the festival medical base by first aid ambulance. Friends said she had taken herbal drugs (“road runners”) and alcohol. She was fully conscious, hyperventilating, tachycardic (pulse 155 bpm) with dilated pupils (6 mm). She became increasingly agitated and five minutes after arrival had a grand mal seizure, which was terminated with 5 mg intravenous diazemuls. She was transferred to a local emergency department and on arrival was fully alert, but still tachycardic. She was also noted to have nystagmus at this time. Routine blood tests (full blood count, urea, and electrolytes) were normal. She had no previous history of seizures. After a period of four hours of observation, she was discharged home with a responsible adult.

There is little awareness among healthcare professionals of these drugs and possible side effects of the constituents. Using a research grant from BAEM, a selection of these “herbal” drugs (including the type ingested by our patient) have been analysed and some of the results are presented below. We also present a review of the ingredients listed on the product information.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
The predominant ingredients in the seven products tested are ephedrine and caffeine. Varying quantities of herbal substances may also be present, but cannot be identified on the spectrograph trace using current information. Figure 1 shows the gas chromatography mass spectrometry for the herbal substances tested.

INGREDIENTS
Most of these products list an array of herbal constituents, which will be unfamiliar to most healthcare professionals. These include:
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Sweetflag (Acorus calamus)  
Has been shown to be carcinogenic in rats and mutagenic in bacteria. There is also a risk of hypertensive reactions if taken concomitantly with monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

Hawaiian baby woodrose (Argyria nervosa)  
Despite claims that this has similar properties to LSD (but only a tenth as strong), studies report little in the way of psychedelic effects.

Ginseng (Eleutherococcus senticosus)  
There is little evidence of beneficial effects, but with long term use an abuse syndrome is seen causing hypertension, sleeplessness, skin eruptions, oedema, and early morning diarrhoea.

Morning glory (Ipomoea violacea)  
This acts in a similar manner to LSD though at different sites in the central nervous system.

Guarana (Paullinia cupana)  
This contains mainly caffeine together with theophyllines and theobromides and so ingestion may be problematic in those with anxiety or cardiovascular disorders. There is also a potential for toxicity if taken in combination with prescribed theophylline.

Kava (Piper methysticum)  
Kava produces mild euphoric effect and is a good anxiolytic. It is used in the Pacific Islands where long term use causes a characteristic dermatopathy. It may cause uraemia, lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia, hyperbilirubinaemia, and haematuria. Kava may cause loss of uterine tone and customers are advised to abstain if pregnant or breast feeding. It has been shown to be hepatotoxic and has recently been withdrawn from the British market although may still appear in some herbal products.

Saw palmetto (Serenoa repens)  
This is widely used for benign prostatic hypertrophy and is thought to be a 5α-reductase inhibitor. It is claimed to have aphrodisiac properties, though this has not been noted by patients prescribed the drug. It also has some antiinflammatory properties.

Bala (Sida cordifolia)  
Bala has analgesic and anti-inflammatory properties. The manufacturers claim it to be a source of ephedrine (http://www.herbalhighs.com) although studies have found little evidence for this. It can cause hypoglycaemia by stimulating release of insulin.

DISCUSSION  
In the emergency department the patient’s symptoms were initially thought to be attributable to alcohol alone, however some of the effects may have been attributable to caffeine or ephedrine, or both. The possibility of other legal or illicit substances having been taken should always be considered.

Most of the products described here have little in the way of psychedelic effects. They may however have potentially serious interactions with other prescribed medication. Coingestion of these products with alcohol (most commonly) or with illicit drugs may change their presentation. Alcohol could exacerbate the effects of dehydration and hypoglycaemia. The analysis of the products we have undertaken shows them to be mainly composed of caffeine and ephedrine. The quantities however are less than in other proprietary products and will therefore be unlikely to have significant adverse effects, unless taken in significant numbers. Supportive management is appropriate. Benzodiazepines may be used to control seizure activity. Hypotension should be treated with fluids and positioning. Hypertension and arrhythmias should be managed conservatively, but sodium nitroprusside and phentolamine have both been used for blood pressure control if necessary. Benzodiazepines are also appropriate for acute drug induced psychoses.

In conclusion, although these products seem to contain a cocktail of obscure products, serious side effects are unlikely from the concentrations present. Management of these patients is supportive.
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The use of gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB) as a recreational drug has quickly spread among European young people during the past decade. Although it has been claimed that GHB can be potentially used to facilitate sexual assault, no case reports have been previously described. A case is described in which GHB was used with that criminal purpose and a review of previous literature is undertaken.

A n estimated 20% of adult women, 15% of college aged women, and 12% of adolescent girls have experienced sexual assault or sexual abuse.1 Drug facilitated sexual assault has increasingly occurred in the past few years, and substance more frequently found (table 1).2

DISCUSSION
GHB was initially developed and used as an anaesthetic inductor, but its use in medicine progressively decreased because of its low analgesic properties and high incidence of secondary effects. Conversely, GHB recreational use rapidly spread to most developed countries during the past decade.4 In Catalonia, despite the fact that the first cases were described during 1999,5 more than 100 cases have been reported by a single institution only two years later.6 Users especially appreciate its euphoric, disinhibitory, sedative and anabolic effects and some people have also mentioned aphrodisiac properties. GHB is quickly and effectively absorbed in the stomach, achieves a blood peak in few minutes, easily reaches the central nervous system, and has a short half life (27 minutes), being expelled unchanged by the kidneys. GHB is not detectable in urine after 12 hours.7

---

**Table 1**  Substances identified in 3212 suspected cases of drug facilitated sexual assault

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of drug</th>
<th>Number of cases (% of positive cases)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>1272 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabinoids</td>
<td>582 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzodiazepines</td>
<td>372 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>263 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphetamines</td>
<td>191 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioids</td>
<td>116 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma hydroxybutyrate</td>
<td>105 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbiturates</td>
<td>34 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Gamma hydroxybutyrate use for sexual assault**

M Varela, S Nogue, M Orós, Ó Miró

main clinical effect of GHB overdose is a decrease of consciousness, which is usually manifested about 15 minutes after oral administration and persists for about three hours on average. In up to 17% of patients arriving at the emergency department because of GHB overdose, a deep coma (Glasgow Consciousness Scale of 3 points) is present. 6

Since GHB has been banned in most countries, consumers have increasingly changed the use of GHB by gamma butyrolactone and/or 1,4 butanediol. These industrial solvents are precursors of GHB and are comparatively easy to obtain. In fact, they can be brought via the internet. Although the relevance of this shift has not been studied in Catalonia, gamma butyrolactone and 1,4 butanediol is though to be the cause of a significant number of GHB overdoses in many parts of the world, specially in Australia and United States. 5–11

The most typical street presentation of GHB is as a colourless and odourless liquid with a very slightly salty taste; GHB can therefore be mixed with drinks with no appreciable change in their organoleptic characteristics. This, together with the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties referred to above, makes GHB ideal for drug facilitated sexual assaults, especially when it is considered that GHB also causes passivity, loss of will to resist, relaxation of voluntary muscles, and lasting anterograde amnesia concerning events occurring under the influence of the drug. However, no individual case reports have been reported confirming this hypothesis to date. It is possible that analytical difficulties surrounding GHB determination (especially the necessity of a targeted analysis for detection of GHB) along with the pharmacological effects of GHB. GHB has been shown to act synergistically with other central nervous system depressants such as ethanol. Symptoms may also mimic those of alcohol and not all patients are screened for GHB. For all these reasons we want to emphasise the importance of GHB (and precursors) being considered with any causes of sexual assault, and should be included with any drugs of abuse screen that is done in these cases.
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Ultrasound by emergency physicians to detect abdominal aortic aneurysms: a UK case series

A Walker, J Brenchley, J P Sloan, M Lalanda, H Venables

The combination of an aneurysm on ultrasound and an unstable patient is enough to warrant an emergency vascular surgery opinion.

PRINCIPLES OF EMERGENCY ULTRASOUND
Ultrasound use by emergency physicians is a focused examination to answer a single clinical question. In the assessment of trauma patients the purpose of the FAST (focused assessment with sonography in trauma) scan is to identify (rule in) the presence of free intraperitoneal fluid. In the context of trauma, this is assumed to be blood. Further management decisions are made according to the patient’s condition, but ultrasound adds valuable information in the early stages of assessment.

TRAINING
All middle grade and senior emergency physicians at Leeds General Infirmary had previously been trained to use ultrasound in the evaluation of blunt abdominal trauma (FAST). This entailed two sessions of both didactic training on the principles of ultrasound and the FAST protocol, and practical experience on normal volunteers and simulated patients (peritoneal dialysis patient volunteers). Emergency physicians were then required to record scans on 10 normal volunteers, these were reviewed by expert sonographers before accreditation as an emergency physician sonographer. Data from all scanned patients are routinely recorded and suggest that there is little skill attrition with time. Rotational middle grade staff have been trained in the technique and on return to the department months later continue to exhibit adequate sonography skills.

Trained emergency physician sonographers underwent a further session of training by expert sonographers. This included a review of aortic anatomy, demonstrations of normal ultrasound appearances, and review of AAA ultrasound appearance. Once trained, the emergency AAA scan could be performed in less than five minutes. The appearances of the normal aorta scan view are shown in figure 1.

CASE SERIES
We present a series of patients who have attended our emergency department over a six month period and had a provisional diagnosis of AAA.

All patients underwent an ultrasound scan performed by emergency physicians, and after discussion with the vascular surgeons were immediately transferred to theatre.

Case 1
A 65 year old man bent down to lift a box and felt pain in his left hip. On presentation to hospital, he was...

Abbreviations: AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysms; FAST, focused assessment with sonography in trauma
haemodynamically stable with a palpable AAA, confirmed on ultrasound. Shortly thereafter he became cardiovascularly unstable and was transferred to theatre for repair of an infra-renal AAA. He made a good recovery and was well six months later.

**Case 2**
A 72 year old man presented with abdominal and back pain. While in the emergency department he collapsed and the ultrasound scan in the resuscitation room demonstrated a 7 cm aneurysm. He was transferred to the operating theatre for repair and was well three months later.

**Case 3 (fig 2)**
A 69 year old man collapsed with abdominal pain and was brought to the emergency department. An ultrasound scan in the resuscitation room revealed a large AAA. He was transferred to operating theatre and is alive and well one year later.

**Case 4**
A 67 year old man had experienced abdominal and back pain overnight, in association with diarrhoea. He was hypotensive on arrival and a 7 cm AAA was discovered when an emergency physician performed ultrasound in the resuscitation room. He was transferred to the operating theatre and survived the repair but died three days after operation.

**DISCUSSION**
Some patients have a clear history and obvious clinical signs of an AAA. In these the diagnosis is not difficult. It has been clearly established that early diagnosis and surgery has significant survival benefits in these patients. An emergency physician performed ultrasound scan in the resuscitation room can be completed early while resuscitation is ongoing. Use of ultrasound by emergency physicians to exclude an AAA, is common in other countries. As increasing numbers of patients are transferred to a tertiary centre for surgery after acute presentation. A timely emergency physician performed ultrasound scan may expedite the decision to transfer.

Studies have shown that emergency physicians are accurate in the diagnosis of AAA on ultrasound. One study from Australia included patients in whom the diagnosis of AAA was suspected. Sixty eight scans were performed; 26 scans were positive, 40 scans yielded negative findings, and 2 scans were indeterminant. Scan interpretations were 100% accurate, compared with standard imaging or radiology review of the emergency ultrasound scan. In this study the primary benefit of ultrasonography was to exclude the diagnosis, but positive scans provided significant benefits for patients with AAA and led to improved management plans.

In our department, the use of ultrasound for AAA diagnosis followed naturally once the machine had been purchased by the department and emergency department staff had been trained in the FAST technique. The presence of an external aortic diameter of greater than 3 cm is considered
Bone marrow toxicity after yellow phosphorus ingestion

A J Tafur, J A Zapatier, L A Idrovo, J W Oliveros, J C Garces

Suicidal ingestions of fireworks containing yellow phosphorus occur often during holidays. A case is reported of a 17 year old woman who intentionally ingested an estimated amount of 5.5 mg of yellow phosphorus, presenting with upper abdominal pain as the only complaint, a physical examination was normal. Blood tests showed a considerable decrease in the granulocyte count; the bone marrow biopsy revealed a decreased cellular mass with degenerative changes. Spontaneous remission was observed during the next 48 hours, with no further complaints.

Suicidal ingestions of round, penny sized fireworks known as diablillos are popular especially during the period of Christmas holiday. Each diablillo usually weighs 310 mg containing 2.4% of yellow phosphorus (YP). The estimated lethal dose of YP is 1 mg/kg. We present a case in which the ingestion of firework containing YP induced reversible bone marrow toxicity verified on biopsy examination.

CASE REPORT

A 17 year old woman, weighing 50 kg, was admitted to the emergency room after the intentional ingestion of three quarters of a diablillo nine hours before arrival (about 5.5 mg of YP). Her vital signs were stable and the patient was conscious and well oriented. The chief complaint was upper abdominal pain and the rest of the physical examination was normal. There was no history of previous relevant illness. Gastric lavage was started with a solution containing potassium permanganate 1:1000; followed by activated charcoal and a mineral cathartic. Blood samples were obtained, and the analysis reported white blood cell (WBC) count 6.400/μl, red blood cell (RBC) count 3.9 x 10^6/μl, haemoglobin (Hb) 120 g/L, and platelet count 258 000/μl. Granulocyte count was 5900/μl. Hepatic and renal functions, as well as electrolytes were all normal. Intravenous fluids, and folic acid with iron supplementation were prescribed as support treatment.

After 24 hours in hospital, blood tests were repeated showing WBC 3.500/μl, RBC 3.73 x 10^6/μl, Hb 12.2 g/dl, platelet count 226 000/μl, and granulocytes decreased to 900/μl. A bone marrow biopsy was undertaken, and the histopathological analysis reported intense interstitial oedema, haemorrhages, and some necrotic foci. The morphology of the three cellular lines was normal, but the total cellular mass was at 50%. Neoplastic or fibrotic changes were not found; suggesting the diagnosis of unspecified degenerative toxic changes in the bone marrow (fig 1).

The patient remained stable and no complications appeared during her stay in hospital. Spontaneous resolution of the neutropenia was observed during the next 48 hours. The patient was discharged, and returned one month later for follow up presenting no further complaints.
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a simultaneous increase in the haemoglobin titre, and a
rabbits. In humans, the effects of YP intoxication present as
intense erythrocyte destruction, as seen with chickens and
significant increase in the leucocyte count and in some cases
cardiovascular collapse.5

of YP intoxication include gastrointestinal symptoms, liver
striated muscle, and the kidneys. The short term effects
titres that remained normal, was recorded.

should be first during gastric lavage remains undeter-
poisoning, and death rates. The decision about what solution
Decontamination procedures in our centre within the first
YP is rapidly absorbed through the intestinal tract and a
few hours after the ingestion 69% to 73% of the total ingested
dose concentrates into the liver where severe complications
develop.7 Also smaller concentrations reach the brain,
striated muscle, and the kidneys. The short term effects of
YP intoxication include gastrointestinal symptoms, liver
changes, renal failure, arrhythmias, seizures, coma, and
cardiovascular collapse.4

Published data recommend that decontamination is
started within two to five hours after ingestion.8–9
Decontamination procedures in our centre within the first
12 hours after ingestion are based upon high incidence of YP
poisoning, and death rates. The decision about what solution
should be first during gastric lavage remains undeter-
determined.3–6 We prefer to start preventing further absorption
with a substance that oxidised phosphorus.

Reports of haematological disturbances after the exposure
with YP are scarce.10–11 Experimentally, YP produces a
significant increase in the leucocyte count and in some cases
intense erythrocyte destruction, as seen with chickens and
rabbits. In humans, the effects of YP intoxication present as a
temporary proliferation of the red blood cells, without a
simultaneous increase in the haemoglobin titre, and a
decrease in the leucocyte count.12 Our patient had a
considerable decrease in the granulocyte count measured
24 hours after the admittance. This fact prompted us to
perform the bone marrow biopsy. Also, a mild decrease of
leucocytes, erythrocytes, and platelets, with haemoglobin
titres that remained normal, was recorded.

In vitro, elemental phosphorus induces a reduction in the
cellular replication rate, as the phosphorus concentration
increases, arresting cells in the metaphase stage of mitosis
instead of destroying them.13 Histopathological examination
of the biopsy samples revealed unspecified bone marrow
changes with normal cells and a decreased cellular mass,
showing that this phenomenon may occur also in the human
bone marrow. These data suggest the possibility of a direct
toxic effect of YP in the bone marrow.

The reported mortality after YP intoxication varies from
23% to 73%, and it is directly related with the ingested dose.4
The good outcome of our patient could be explained on the
basis of the ingested small amount of diabillo (5.5 mg of YP).
Most of the reported deaths were attributable to hepatic
complications or cardiovascular collapse; but none to
secondary to haematological abnormalities. It is important
to emphasise that histopathology of the bone marrow in
these critically ill patients was not studied.

Figure 1 Bone marrow biopsy showing interstitial oedema,
haemorrhages, and necrotic foci. The morphology of the three cellular
lines is preserved. The total cellular mass is at about 50%.

DISCUSSION
At the beginning of industrialisation, the long term exposure
with air contaminated with YP particles and dermal contact
were the most common ways of intoxication. Now, self
induced YP intoxication remains an important health
problem and is related to a significant mortality.3
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Late presenting congenital diaphragmatic hernia
A V Sridhar, S Nichani

Delayed herniation of the abdominal contents through a congenital diaphragmatic hernia may occur beyond the neonatal period. The case is reported of a 9 month old child presenting with acute respiratory distress secondary to tension gastrothorax. The chest radiograph showed a tension gastrothorax. Nasogastric tube placement confirmed herniation of the stomach into the left chest and is the initial treatment of choice when a tension gastrothorax is identified. The late presenting congenital diaphragmatic hernia poses considerable diagnostic challenges often leading to misdiagnosis and risk of thoracocentesis. The possibility of late presenting congenital diaphragmatic hernia should be considered in unusual cases of pneumothorax, especially in the absence of trauma so that unnecessary procedures like chest tube drainage can be avoided.

Congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) occurs in about 1 in 3000 births. The most common defect is the posterolateral (Bochdalek) type. Over 90% of the patients will be diagnosed either antenatally or will present with respiratory distress in the first few hours of life. In these cases there are few diagnostic problems. There is a significant mortality associated with this group.

However, about 5% to 30% of diaphragmatic hernias present beyond the neonatal period. Although the mortality in this group is low, the morbidity may be significant. The late presenting congenital diaphragmatic hernia poses considerable diagnostic challenges because of its varied presentation often resulting in diagnostic delay, inappropriate treatment, and potential fatal outcome.

CASE REPORT
A previously healthy 9 month old boy presented to his local accident and emergency department with acute onset of breathlessness, grunting, and excessive screaming of one to two hours’ duration. There was no history of trauma or any previous respiratory or gastrointestinal illness.

On examination he was afebrile, poorly perfused, tachycardic, tachypnoeic with moderate subcostal and intercostal recession. Air entry was reduced on the left side chest with mediastinal shift to the right. Abdominal examination was normal. He needed high flow oxygen to maintain oxygen saturation and fluid resuscitation with intravenous 0.9% saline.

A chest radiograph (fig 1) showed a massive gastrothorax on the left side with mediastinal shift to the right side. This was confirmed by placing a nasogastric tube in the stomach (fig 2), which also gave symptomatic relief to the patient. Computed tomography of the chest (fig 3) demonstrated left sided Bochdalek diaphragmatic hernia with pronounced herniation of the stomach and proximal small bowel into the left hemithorax, with contralateral mediastinal shift and complete collapse of the left lung.

He was ventilated and transferred to the paediatric intensive care unit. On laparotomy there was a small posterolateral (Bochdalek) defect in the left hemidiaphragm with the stomach, proximal small bowel and spleen in the left hemithorax that were reduced and the diaphragm was repaired. He also had malrotation of the gut for which he underwent a Ladd’s procedure. Postoperative chest radiograph showed full expansion of the left lung, and the patient made a full recovery.

DISCUSSION
In late presenting congenital diaphragmatic hernias, the extent of herniation of abdominal viscera into the thorax may vary, leading to acute or intermittent symptoms. A previously normal chest radiograph has been reported in number of cases suggesting that in such cases the defect is long standing, but the viscera are confined by the hernial sac or obturated by a solid organ. The patient becomes symptomatic when actual herniation takes place later in life because of rupture of the hernial sac. There is probably a second group of patients in whom the herniation has been long standing, but who only present when a complication of the herniated contents such as volvulus or strangulation occurs.

Berman et al in their series of 26 patients with late presenting CDH, reported that 16 patients had an initial diagnosis of primary lung abnormality, with four patients undergoing thoracocentesis. There are a number of case reports in the literature where late presenting diaphragmatic hernias have been misdiagnosed as pneumothorax and patients have undergone unnecessary emergency thoracocentesis.

In our patient although the clinical presentation was suggestive of left sided pneumothorax, a differential diagnosis of left sided congenital diaphragmatic hernia was
considered and confirmed by chest radiograph after nasogastric tube insertion, which not only showed the stomach on the left side of the thorax, but also relieved his respiratory symptoms.

The inappropriate insertion of a chest drain, although relieving the symptoms temporarily, may result in serious consequences by damaging intrathoracic abdominal viscera. There is also the risk of spillage of the gastric or intestinal contents into the thoracic cavity leading to mediastinitis. Damage to the spleen or blood vessels in cases of left sided CDH could result in life threatening haemorrhage. In cases of right sided CDH, an intrathoracic liver may be damaged by a chest drain.6

If the diagnosis of late presenting CDH is suspected, an ultrasound is a useful diagnostic tool.7 When gastrothorax is suspected, a chest radiograph with a nasogastric tube in place will lead to the correct diagnosis.3 The other diagnostic tools available for the accurate diagnosis of late presenting CDH include computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and upper or lower gastrointestinal contrast studies.7

In conclusion, the diagnostic possibility of late presenting congenital diaphragmatic hernia should be considered in unusual cases of pneumothorax, especially in the absence of trauma so that thoracocentesis can be avoided. Nasogastric tube placement must be considered as an early diagnostic or therapeutic intervention when the diagnosis is suspected. A high index of suspicion is required to avoid undue delay in diagnosis and inappropriate management.
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“Minding the ends”: a simple technique for repair of lower eyelid lacerations

S N Ali, P G Budny

It is a common observation in suturing lower eyelid wounds that the cut ends of sutures cause a nuisance. When cut short they tend to irritate the cornea. Cut long they need to be controlled, but tape dressings often become detached because of epiphora or ointment application, as well as being a nuisance to replace.

There are many different methods of repair described in the literature but there are no accounts of any technique describing helpful management of suture ends. The technique we use is both simple and effective and can aid in suture removal as well. Starting from the tarsal end of the laceration, the suture ends are cut long (about 1 cm) (fig 1A). When the next suture is tied the ends of the first one is taken into the loop and thus kept in place (fig 1B). Similarly with the next suture, the ends of the suture above it are held down (fig 1C). Every stitch in turn holds the cut edges of a stitch or two above it. It is important in placing the ends to avoid them being incorporated in the wound margin. Suture removal is started from the bottom end (fig 1D). With removal of each stitch the ends of one above it are freed for easy control.
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Figure 1 Schematic view of the technique.
Hidden shrapnel injury

J McKenzie, E Tiernan

It has been stated that a “missed tertiary survey is a missed injury.” A missed injury is especially likely when a patient’s life threatening injuries and imminent transfer are a distraction to the attending doctors.

We hope this case reinforces the importance of a thorough head to toe examination despite distractions.

CASE REPORT

A middle aged civilian worker with the Ministry of Defence was testing an air driven projectile launcher. A technical error led to an explosion of the gas cylinder causing widespread (about 25%) mixed thickness burns to the patient’s face, torso, both arms, and right hand.

The patient was first seen in a local accident and emergency department and given first aid. Transfer was arranged to a regional burns unit, but this was delayed because of the risk of inhalational injury. No radiographs were taken on admission to the district general hospital and there was no recorded secondary survey. On admission to the burns unit his main complaint was the deep burn to his right hand. A small wound on his left forearm, disguised in a dermal burn, was not thought significant (fig 1). It was not until he was scheduled for surgery, five days after admission to the burns unit, that a radiograph of his left arm revealed a large piece of shrapnel embedded in his forearm (fig 2). The only clue was increasing discomfort in the left forearm.

No neurovascular or tendon injury was noted preoperatively. The metal fragments extracted (fig 3) were located very close to the median nerve. The area needed debriding as there was necrotic tissue. After delayed closure there was some transient cutaneous sensory deficit at the wrist, in the distribution of the medial antebrachial cutaneous nerve.

The burns were treated with split thickness grafting.

DISCUSSION

In the literature shrapnel has been reported as causing significant morbidity long after its insertion. In this case, had the patient been operated on sooner his wound may well have been grafted over leaving behind the dirty metal fragments. This may well have lead to abscess formation adjacent to the median nerve with significant consequences.

This case serves as a reminder that thorough secondary and tertiary surveys with relevant investigations are necessary in all trauma cases, especially when other distracting factors are present.
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Priapism as the presenting symptom of an aortocaval fistula
S Gordon, P Marsh, A Day, B Chappell

The case of an elderly man with priapism as his only symptom is presented. The importance of clinical signs and simple investigations to make a diagnosis of aortocaval fistula associated with abdominal aortic aneurysm are discussed.

A 83 year old man was referred to the urology team as an emergency with a prolonged, non-painful erection of about 12 hours duration. On examination an engorged, non-tender penis including the glans was discovered. Corporal cavernosal aspiration was undertaken and blood gas analysis was performed. These results were consistent with normal systemic venous blood. On further inquiry it was discovered that an abdominal aortic aneurysm had been diagnosed some years ago after a laparotomy for a self inflicted knife injury to the abdomen during an episode of severe depression. Abdominal examination revealed a large pulsatile mass consistent with an abdominal aortic aneurysm. Distal pulses were present and there was general venous engorgement of the superficial veins. Cardiovascular function remained stable and a urinary catheter was passed that revealed frank haematuria. Renal function was impaired with a rise in serum creatinine activity. A CT scan was performed to ascertain whether there was rupture of the aneurysm. This revealed a 14 cm aneurysm, which had not ruptured, but allowed to reach a large size. The corpus spongiosum was involved in the priapism and blood gas analysis revealed non-ischaemic blood in addition to the prolonged erection with no associated pain thus indicating high flow priapism. The final important sign is that of frank haematuria attributable to venous engorgement that was also indicated by distended leg veins when lying down. An early emergency vascular opinion is necessary to ensure appropriate treatment is provided if these signs exist.

DISCUSSION

The associations between arterial aneurysms and priapism have been previously reported and include aortocaval fistulas and traumatic A-V malformations and aneurysms. There have also been cases of priapism after rupture of intracranial aneurysms.

Priapism is a rare condition particularly in this age group. In addition the presence of an erect corpus spongiosum as demonstrated by engorgement of the glans is also rare.

Incidence in the older age group is particularly attributable to treatments for erectile dysfunction. However the incidence of priapism is much lower with oral drugs when compared with intracorporeal agents. Blood gas analysis from the penis permits differentiation from the common form, so called veno-occlusive or low flow priapism, in which the oxygen content would be far lower than normal and lead to ischaemic changes.

The development of priapism in this man was therefore suspicious as he had not had an erection for many years and was not receiving any treatment for this condition. It is important as there are several factors that taken together allow a high index of suspicion to exist to make a diagnosis of aortocaval fistula. These include the presence of a known aneurysm, which had not been electively repaired and thus allowed to reach a large size. The corpus spongiosum was involved in the priapism and blood gas analysis revealed non-ischaemic blood in addition to the prolonged erection with no associated pain thus indicating high flow priapism. The final important sign is that of frank haematuria attributable to venous engorgement that was also indicated by distended leg veins when lying down. An early emergency vascular opinion is necessary to ensure appropriate treatment is provided if these signs exist.
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